
Let life inspire you
with ReSound Unite™ wireless accessories

ReSound® helps people rediscover hearing. 
We develop hearing solutions that combine 
original thinking and design with solid tech-
nology – enabling you to live a more rich,  
active and fulfilling life. 

ReSound Unite™. A family of proven wireless 
accessories that extend the reach of your 
hearing instrument, and complete your hear-
ing system.

Learn more about ReSound Unite™

wireless accessories.

Ask your local hearing specialist
Scan here or go to

www.resound.com/unite

The trademarks listed are owned and used by The GN ReSound Group and its related 
affiliates. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple 
Inc. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android and Google Play are trademarks 
of Google, Inc.
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Just hit the road

To help you enjoy true hearing 
freedom, ReSound Unite™ wireless 
accessories make it easier to engage 
and interact in any hearing situation.

Our accessories stream sound 
directly to your hearing aids, so  
you don’t need to wear bulky 
necklaces. All you need are a few 
handy devices – and a zest for life. 

ReSound Unite™ Mini Microphone

The meal was great, and for the first time the 
conversation was just as good. You were even  
able to continue your chat in the car. 

This is no longer wishful thinking. With the ReSound 
Unite™ Mini Microphone, you don’t have to worry 
about the noise around you when you’re out dining, 
or think about where sounds are coming from.
The ReSound Unite Mini Microphone streams voices 
and sounds directly to your hearing aids – so you can 
just relax, and enjoy.

“I have all the accessories, 
and I love them!”



ReSound Unite™ Mini Microphone
Streams sound directly to your hearing aids. 
Elegant and discreet, you simply place it in 
front of the sound source or clip it on to the 
speaker you wish to hear. Even plug it into 
an iPod touch to take your music with you.

•	Streams sound at least 7 meters with clear line of sight
•	8½ hours of talk time per battery charge
•	3-hour charge time 
•	Private and secure connection
•	Has microphone for voice pickup and plug for external 

audio sources

Hear speech clearly

“…changed our life. We can converse in 
a car and he participates so much more 
because he can really hear a lot better. 
We’d never realized how much it had 
isolated him socially.”

“This is THE BEST technology 
improvement in many years… In the 
past, I had to stop what I was doing  
so that I could read lips. Now I can  
hear and understand without looking  
up from the task at hand.”

Stream audio directly

“I love to listen to baseball games  
on my…transistor radio! I plug the  
Mini Microphone in the ear phone plug… 
If they hit a homerun, I’m grinning, and 
my wife doesn’t know why.”

“I plugged it into our iPod yesterday and 
just left it while I worked nearby in the  
yard. I made it at least 30 feet [10 
meters] before the signal was affected.”



Go mobile

Even when you’re in a busy, crowded place, talking 
on the phone becomes effortless with the ReSound 
Unite™ Phone Clip+. Just push the answer button 
and the Phone Clip+ will stream the call directly into 
both hearing aids. 

If it’s too noisy, you can even block out surrounding 
noise to better hear your phone call*. When you aren’t 
on the phone, use the Phone Clip+ as a basic hearing 
aid remote control.

ReSound Unite Phone Clip+

No larger than a matchbox, the Phone Clip+ makes 
phone calls easier anywhere. Plus it’s very handy  
and easy to use. Clip it on your clothes and keep  
on talking.

*Mute function available only with ReSound Verso  
hearing instruments

Made for
AndroidTM



ANDROID APP ON

“Now I have quality phone calls.
I wear the Phone Clip whenever I  
have my cell phone on.”

With the ReSound Unite™ Phone Clip+, you get
•	6 hours of talk time and 80 hours of stand-by time
•	Call reject and transfer, last number dialed and voice 

dial functions
•	A mute button to block out surrounding sounds so 

you can concentrate on your call*
•	Simultaneous connection to two Bluetooth® devices 

(such as phone and iPad)
•	Easy-to-use remote control functionality for your 

ReSound wireless hearing aids
•	Quality stereo sound when streaming music*
•	Private and secure connection
•	Access to ReSound Control™, an app for iPhone and 

other smartphones to discreetly control your hearing 
aid.

Available only with ReSound Verso™ hearing instruments

ReSound Control™

Get your app for iPhone and other smartphones. It 
gives an easy overview and remote control of your 
hearing aids and wireless streamers

“Technology that improves my 
quality of life is paramount”

www.resound.com/control

gnresound.co.uk/
control

resound.com/
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With the ReSound Unite Remote Control, you can
•	Adjust volume of hearing aids together or individually
•	Change hearing aid programs
•	Start streaming programs and control volume
•	Use the lock key to avoid accidental button activation
•	Use the home key to take you back to the start screen

“For me, it would be awkward to reach 
behind my ear to control the volume...
When I’m in a meeting, I put it on the 
[correct program] to control the noise.”

ReSound Unite™ Remote Control

With the ReSound Unite™ Remote Control, you can 
easily control all your hearing devices. Its visual 
interface gives you a clear overview of the current 
volume and program settings of your hearing aids.

Overview, control and discretion – all in one.

Discreet 
control  
at your 

fingertips



Before, you turned up the volume to hear the TV or  
stereo, and your family complained and left the room.  
Now, let’s invite them back – to a room with 
comfortable volume and you as a fully engaged 
conversation partner.

With the ReSound Unite™ TV streamer, you can 
enjoy clear sound from the TV or any other audio 
device – at normal volume – and still participate in 
conversations around you. 

ReSound Unite™ TV

It connects directly to virtually any audio device  
– TVs, stereos or computers – and delivers 
entertainment directly to your hearing aids.  
It’s very easy to use and you won’t even notice  
it in your room. 

Sit back 
and enjoy
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A world of 
opportunities

“My favorite is the TV, because I’ve 
always had to use subtitles. Now, I can 
hear everything said, and sung… I can 
actually make dinner in the kitchen and 
hear the TV!“

“I had a very hard time understanding 
TV, even with a hearing aid.
And everyone complained that the  
TV was too loud. Now, my wife can 
mute the TV, and I can still hear it.”

ReSound Unite™ TV
•	Streams stereo sound to both hearing aids
•	Streams sound at least 7 meters 
•	Can be set so you can hear both audio devices and  

sounds around you
•	Can pair and share with as many hearing aids as desired
•	Install and forget - always stays paired
•	Can easily take it with you to enjoy TV and stereo anywhere

ReSound wireless hearing aids and 
ReSound Unite™ accessories give you  
an amazing hearing system so you can  
get the best out of life.


